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Flour Substitute Problem Solved
Once More the Food Administrator Has Found It Necessary to Increase the Amount
of Substitutes with Each Purchase of Flour, and each day Substitutes are harder to'get
SAVE MONEY

SAVE WHEAT

Right now when we are all doing our very best to conserve the
food supply of the nation in every possible way, we find that the
greatest problem of all is that of conserving the wheat flour.
The Government has found it necessary to require each person
who buys flour to also buy an equal number of pounds of flour
substitutes. In many instances the substitutes are more expensive than the flour and are exceedingly hard to get, therefore
the cost of Bread to the ordinary family will be increased to a
considerable extent.
It is the patriotic duty of every person to save wheat regardless
of the cost, but by our system it is possible to save flour, save substitutes and to save money.

Years of experience in the Bakery Business lias taught us to
save flour wherever it is possible. Wo buy substitutes in large
quantities and know how to use the substitutes to the best possible advantage and can mix and bake BETTER Bread much
cheaper than any individual, at the same time keeping the quality
and the weight of the loaf at the same high standard that was
maintained before the war began. So we say to you, why isn't
it to your advantage to buy your bread from us, during these
troublesome times, than to lose time, and money, and to worry
about the substitutes that you must buy with each purchase of
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flour?

The Price of Our Loaf Has Not Advanced, Regardless of the Increase in the Price
of Substitutes. We Pay Freight from Portland and Sell at the Same Price as Portland Bakers
We want you to try this system for one month and see for yourself the saving that can be made. Our Bread is made according
to government requirements under the most sanitary conditions.
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In view of this fact, we urge you who are confronted with the
Bread question to order our Bread from your grocer, who will
deliver it fresh every day to your home.

ASK YOUR GROCER
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AMERICAN BAKERY

PHONE
Black 41 1

PHONE
Black 411
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